6. It is evident that no serious in-depth environmental or ecological impact survey has
been carried out and included in the plan which is disgraceful.
7. The National Planning Policy Framework outlines that Green Belt boundaries should
only be altered in exceptional circumstances and there are no justifiable
circumstances why they should be altered under the proposed plan.
8. The proposed development would erode the green belt buffer between Warrington
and Halton which is totally undesirable and unnecessary.
9. As is already widely known there are existing significant traffic issues effecting the
roads in the immediate area of the proposals such as the A49, Stockton Heath,
junctions at Lumbrook Road (Bridge end) and Stretton Road/Hatton Lane as well as
the M56 junction. Traffic is already often at a standstill in these areas and the
proposed scale of residential and employment development will only serve to hugely
exacerbate these problems.
10. It must also be raised that the already mentioned daily traffic problems on the A49
are regularly made worse when there are problems on the surrounding motorways
such as the M56, M6 and M62 when traffic diverts through Warrington to avoid
congestion on these motorways.
11. On reading the Plan in is clear that no detailed traffic surveys have been carried out
and that the roads that have been ‘proposed’ are not guaranteed and will not in any
case alleviate or address the traffic needs or infrastructure that will be required. for
the scale of the proposed developments. It is clear no serious assessment of traffic
or transport needs have been carried out.
12. The impact of the proposed scale of new housing development will mean a huge
demand on school places, GP Practices and the NHS in general and although extra
provision is indicated in the plan this in no way can be guaranteed by our local
authority and these service are already oversubscribed in the locality especially
health provision which is exacerbated by a shortage of qualified staff across the
board.
In summary there is no justification in the scale of the proposed plan. Nor the unfair burden
for the vast majority of any development that may be necessary being placed on the South
Warrington area with the additional and unnecessary erosion of Green Belt Land.
We oppose and object to the proposed plan in its entirety.
Yours sincerely,
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